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Abstra t
We de ne a family of embedded domain spe i languages for generating HTML and XML do uments in Haskell. To this end, we have
designed and implemented a ombinator library whi h provides the
means to reate and modify HTML/XML elements. The resulting
HTML/XML ode is guaranteed to be well-formed. In addition, the
library an guarantee that the generated do uments are valid XML
do uments (for HTML only a weaker guarantee is possible). Haskell
an then be used as a meta language to de ne parameterized do uments, to map stru tured do uments to HTML/XML, to de ne onditional ontent, to extra t information from the do uments, or to de ne
entire web sites.
The ombinators support a programming onvention alled ontainerpassing style. Programs written in this style have a visual appearan e
similar to HTML/XML sour e ode, without modifying the syntax of
Haskell.
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Introdu tion

Programming one web page in isolation is not hard. Programming an entire
web site an be a nightmare. While simple HTML editors help with the rst
task [24, 12℄, full blown web authoring systems are required for the other
task. Meanwhile there is a plethora of systems available for this task [22℄.
These systems ome in two basi avors. Either they have a WYSIWYG
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front end [20℄, or they are purely textual [27, 6, 7℄. The pure WYSIWYG
tools never let you program a single line in HTML, you don't even have to
know it. A disadvantage is that the HTML ode produ ed by these tools
is usually ins rutable and annot easily be modi ed without the tool. The
textual tools require some knowledge of HTML and add on epts on top of
that. Usually, they ome with some sort of previewing feature in a separate
window. Of ourse, there are also tools whi h live in the middle ground
between the extremes [19℄.
But you are always limited by the tool at hand. In parti ular, most
systems only provide xed means to stru ture do uments and in the very
few systems [7℄ where you an build your own stru tures these features have
a low level of abstra tion. However, programming languages are very good
at stru turing problems and at building abstra tions. This is espe ially true
for a fun tional programming language with an expressive type system like
Haskell [9℄. In su h a language not only an you stru ture your problem and
build your own abstra tions, but on top of that the type system an provide
additional guarantees.
Another potential use is the generation of dynami Web pages. Su h
pages are onstru ted on-the- y from templates and omputed values (eg.,
the results of data base queries). Our library provides higher-order templates
for free and ensures the validity of the generated pages.
Initially [29℄, we have built a prototype library in Haskell to model
HTML 4 [10℄ and we were able to reap all the bene ts alluded to above.
Our domain spe i language is based on a ombinator library. The basi
idea is to build a data stru ture that an be rendered to HTML text. Due
to our use of type lasses, the Haskell type he ker guarantees the validity
of the generated do uments to a large degree. This exploitation of the type
system is a key ontribution of the paper. Using a Haskell interpreter [14℄
it is possible to intera tively reate and manipulate web pages as well as
entire web sites. Sin e we an use Haskell in all stages, the reation of ustomized styles, site maps, or multi-language pages is just a matter of writing
some Haskell ode. The library has also been used su essfully to generate
dynami ontent through CGI s ripts written in Haskell.
In the next stage, we have parameterized the ombinator library with
respe t to an XML DTD (do ument type de nition). The DTD restri ts the
way in whi h elements may be nested in a valid XML do ument. Similar
restri tions are built into HTML, but in the ase of XML they may vary
for ea h parti ular group of do uments. Hen e, we have de ned and implemented a translation that maps an XML DTD to a ustom version of the
library. This version an then be in orporated into programs that generate
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valid XML with respe t to this parti ular DTD. In a similar way, do umentgenerating libraries may be reated for di erent versions of HTML as well
as XHTML [33℄.
A version of the library, reated for HTML 4.01 from the oÆ ial DTD
[10℄ is available from the author's webpage at http://www.informatik.
uni-freiburg.de/~thiemann/haskell/WASP/.
In Se tion 2, we work through three simple examples to get
a glimpse of the programmer's view of the library. Se tion 3 explains the
typed representation of HTML/XML elements in Haskell, how the elements
are lled with ontents, and how they are supplied with attributes. Se tion 4
shows how multi-parameter type lasses are used to enfor e a parti ular
DTD when assembling elements. Se tion 5 de nes the translation from
DTDs to instan es of our library. In Se tion 6, we dis uss some problems
and features of the library, some of them originating from limitations in the
Haskell type system. The se tion on ludes with a brief assessment. Finally,
we dis uss related work in Se tion 7 and on lude.
In the paper, we assume some familiarity with Haskell, HTML, and
XML. Stri tly speaking, the library is not a valid Haskell98 program due to
the use of multi-parameter type lasses [23℄. However, a number of Haskell
implementations support this extension.1
Overview
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Examples

To illustrate the use of the library, we work through some examples. The
rst example is a Hello World do ument. The se ond example demonstrates
onstru tion and use of a parameterized do ument. The last example des ribes a prototype implementation of a simpli ed Texinfo.
2.1

Hello World

The HTML standard [10℄ demands that every do ument onsists of a head
and a body. Therefore, to start a new do ument, we must provide a head
and a body.
do :: ELT DOCUMENT
do = build_do ument (do _head ## do _body)
1

In parti ular, the ode in this paper has been tested with the January 2001 release
of the Haskell interpreter Hugs in -98 mode. The storage spa e for instan es has been
in reased to 10000 (de ne NUM INSTS in sr /prelude.h).
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Here, build_do ument reates a new HTML element from the omponents
do _head and do _body. For the moment, the operator ## may be regarded
as a on atenation operator that glues omponents together. In this ase,
ea h omponent stands for parti ular HTML element. In the head of the
do ument, we provide its title.
do _head :: (AddTo a HEAD) => ELT a -> ELT a
do _head = head (title (text "Hello World"))

The omponent do _head stands for a <head> element, whi h ontains a
single <title> element, whi h in turn ontains the string Hello World.
The predi ate AddTo a HEAD indi ates that a <head> element an only be
put inside another element, if its type a is related to HEAD by the type lass
AddTo.
Not every ombination of tag and ontents is legal in HTML. For example, putting some text dire tly into a <head> element is illegal. If we try
this with our library, we get a type error. Text is modeled using the CDATA
type.
Example> head (text "Hello")
ERROR - Unresolved overloading
*** Type
: (AddTo HEAD CDATA, AddTo a HEAD) => ELT a -> ELT a
*** Expression : head (text "Hello")

At this moment, we will not dig deeper into the type, but only onsider the
the predi ates (AddTo HEAD CDATA, AddTo a HEAD). The type lass AddTo
governs whi h element an ontain whi h other element. Whenever there is
an instan e AddTo s t then elements with tag t an be put into an element
with tag s. The type error tells us that there is no instan e AddTo HEAD
CDATA, whi h indi ates that plain text annot be put dire tly into a <head>
element in HTML.
For the body, we supply a minimal ontent.
do _body :: (AddTo a BODY) => ELT a -> ELT a
do _body =
body (h1 (text ttl)
## text ("This is the traditional \"" ++ ttl ++ "\" page.")
## hr empty
## address (hlink (text "Peter Thiemann") "mailto:thiemanna m.org"))
where ttl = "Hello World!"

Again, body reates a <body> element whi h ontains a heading, some text, a
horizontal rule <hr>, and an address. The parameter empty to hr indi ates
that there are neither sub-elements nor attributes. The address element
ontains a hyperlink, whi h is onstru ted using an auxiliary fun tion hlink.
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hlink :: (AddTo a b, AddAttr b HREF, AttrValue HREF ) =>
(ELT A -> ELT b) -> -> ELT a -> ELT a
hlink body url =
a (body ## attr HREF url)

In hlink, the URL of the link is supplied as an attribute of the <a> (an hor)
tag. It is parameterized over the body, whi h an assume everything that
an be put into <a>.
The fun tion attr takes an attribute name and a value and builds an
attribute from it. Just like before, not every ombination of tag and attribute
is valid HTML. This is governed by another lass, AddAttr.
For example, the SRC attribute an spe ify the URL of a pi ture with
the image tag <img>, but it is not valid with the <a> tag. An attempt to
add a SRC attribute to an <a> tag yields a type error:
Example> a (attr SRC "xxx")
ERROR - Unresolved overloading
*** Type
: (AddAttr A SRC, AddTo a A) => ELT a -> ELT a
*** Expression : a (attr SRC "xxx")

Finally, the show_do ument fun tion yields a rendition of the do ument in
HTML. As a simple servi e, it translates ea h hara ter into its HTML enoding if the hara ter has a spe ial meaning. In the example, the hara ter
" is translated to &#34;.
Example> putStr (show_do ument do )
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/stri t.dtd">
<html><head><title>Hello World</title>
</head>
<body><h1>Hello World!</h1>
This is the traditional &#34;Hello World!&#34; page.<hr>
<address><a href="mailto:thiemanna m.org">Peter Thiemann</a>
</address>
</body>
</html>
2.2

Parameterized do uments

So far, we have shown plain HTML programming with some legality he king. But parameterized do uments are just as simple. Suppose you want all
your do uments to look similar in stru ture to the Hello World do ument
of the pre eding se tion. Abstra ting the title and the ontents yields
html_do ttl ontents =
build_do ument
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(head (title (text ttl))
## body (h1 (text ttl) ## ontents))

Now is the time to look a bit loser at the type for html_do :
html_do :: AddTo HTML a => String -> (ELT BODY -> ELT a) -> DOCUMENT

That is, the fun tion takes a string ttl (the text for the title) and a fun tion
ontents of type (ELT BODY -> ELT a) to yield a DOCUMENT. The ontents
parameter is a \BODY transformer" that maps a <body> element to some
element of type a that an be added to an <html> element. The latter
restri tion is indi ated by the AddTo HTML a predi ate. The type ELT t is
the generi type of HTML elements. The index type t is used to denote the
tag of the element.
In this parti ular ase, only BODY makes sense for a, so we ould restri t
the type somewhat further. The type given above is the most general type
inferred by Haskell.
It might seem strange that the type of ontents is a fun tion. However,
it turns out that this is the most natural hoi e of a type for a omponent
(read: group of elements). For example, the type of the body fun tion is
body :: AddTo a b => (ELT BODY -> ELT b) -> ELT a -> ELT a

That is, the rst argument of body is a fun tion that transforms an empty
BODY element into some element with tag b (usually BODY, too). The se ond
argument is the ontainer into whi h the BODY element should be put. The
predi ate AddTo a b guarantees that the ombination of the ontainer a and
ontent b is legal. The result has again the type of the ontainer.
We all this fun tional style of parameterization ontainer-passing style.
It fa ilitates the handling of groups of elements simply by omposing the
element fun tions. Hen e, the ## operator is nothing but reversed fun tion
omposition and empty is the identity fun tion:
f ## g = \x -> g (f x)
empty x = x

Grouping elements using fun tion omposition is more exible than using
lists. Due to its asso iativity, fun tion omposition an be nested arbitrarily.
A list representation would run into eÆ ien y problems due to repeated onatenation. In addition, a list representation would lose all type information
about the individual elements.
As a nal example of a parameterized do ument, we write a fun tion
that adds a signature.
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signature :: (AttrValue HREF a, AddTo b ADDRESS, AddTo b HR) =>
String -> a -> ELT b -> ELT b
signature name url =
hr id
## address (hlink (text name) url)

From the type signature, we an extra t that signature an be used in
every ontainer that allows the addition of the ADDRESS and HR tags.
Finally, we an pi k up these blo ks and produ e a template for the
Hello World example onsidered above.
my_do :: (AddTo HTML a, AddTo a ADDRESS, AddTo a HR) =>
String -> (ELT BODY -> ELT a) -> DOCUMENT
my_do ttl ontents =
html_do ttl
( ontents
## signature "Peter Thiemann" "mailto:thiemanna m.org")

The type of my_do spe i es that the rst argument must be a string and
that the se ond argument must transform a body into something that allows
the addition of an ADDRESS and an HR.
With this de nition in pla e, the do ument from the rst example redu es to just
my_do "Hello World" (text "This is the traditional \"Hello World!\" page.")
2.3

Linked nodes

The idea of Texinfo [28℄ is to stru ture a text as a set of nodes whi h are
inter onne ted by hyperlinks. Ea h node has a unique name, by whi h it
an be referred to, and (in our simpli ed version) three links. The links
point to the next, previous, and up nodes, that is, the next or previous one
on the same hierar hi al level of nodes, whereas the up link points to a node
higher up in the hierar hy. Ea h of these nodes is rendered to HTML in
essentially the same way. This pattern is aptured in a fun tion node2html.
But rst, we need to dis uss the basi datatype.
The datatype for a node has six elds (see Figure 1). It ontains the name
of the node, the ontents of the node, the subnodes, and some administrative
elds whi h are lled in automati ally (name stub for the generated les, a
unique number for the generated le, and a se tion ounter).
The author of su h a stru ture only has to spe ify the ontents of ea h
node and to list the subnodes. The fun tion node2html in Figure 2 translates one node into the orresponding HTML data stru ture. Following the
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data Node =
Node String
-- name of node
[Node_Content℄ -- ontents of the node
[Node℄
-- subnodes
-- administrative fields:
String Int
-- name stub & number of node
[Int℄
-- se tion ounter
type Node_Content = String

Figure 1: The type Node

node2html :: Node -> Maybe Node -> Maybe Node -> Maybe Node -> DOCUMENT
node2html (Node name ontents subnodes _ _ se _ ount) m_next m_previous m_up =
html_do title
( maybe_link "Next" m_next
## maybe_link "Previous" m_previous
## maybe_link "Up" m_up
## hr empty
## pars ontents
## my_menu node_ref subnodes)
where
title = show_se _ ount se _ ount ++ name
level = length se _ ount

Figure 2: Translation of Node to HTML
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my_menu :: (AddTo LIST a, AddTo b LIST) =>
( -> ELT LI -> ELT a) -> [ ℄ -> ELT b -> ELT b
my_menu make_ref [℄ =
empty
my_menu make_ref subnodes =
menu (foldr add_node empty subnodes)
where
add_node node items = li (make_ref node) ## items

Figure 3: Creating the menu of subnodes
standard title and heading de ned above, there are three hyperlinks Next,
Previous, and Up reated by maybe_link. Then there is a horizontal rule,
followed by the text stru tured in paragraphs (pars) and nally a menu of
the immediate subnodes (my menu). Of these, my menu (see Figure 3) and
pars are probably the most interesting. If the list of subnodes is non-empty,
my menu reates a fun tion that adds a <menu> and then adds to it one list
item for ea h subnode.
The pars fun tion takes a list of strings and transforms it into an HTML
omposite omponent, by making a paragraph out of ea h string in the list.2
pars :: AddTo a P => [String℄ -> ELT a -> ELT a
pars = foldr (##) empty . Prelude.map (p . text)

The omplete implementation only requires some simple auxiliary fun tions and a main fun tion tree2html :: Node -> Maybe Node -> String
-> IO () whi h takes a Node data stru ture, possibly a referen e to an enlosing do ument, and a lename stub into an IO a tion. Exe uting this
main fun tion results in automati ally assigning a lename to ea h node,
translating it to HTML, and writing the resulting HTML sour e texts to
the respe tive les.

3

Modeling HTML elements

In this se tion, we explain the underlying data stru tures. The main tools
are type lasses and phantom types (parameterized types where the type
parameter does not appear on the right side of the de nition).
2

The Prelude fun tion map must be quali ed be ause map is also an HTML tag.
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3.1

Types for elements

The basi data type for HTML elements de nes just a standard untyped
representation ( f. [18, 8, 31℄).
data ELEMENT_ =
ELEMENT_ { tag :: String
, attrs :: [ATTR_℄
, elems :: [ELEMENT_℄
}
| EMPTY_ { tag :: String
, attrs :: [ATTR_℄
}
| CDATA_ String
| DOCTYPE_ { do type :: [String℄
, elems :: [ELEMENT_℄
}

That is, an element onsists of a tag of type String, a list of attributes of
type ATTR_ and a list of sub-elements that are nested inside of the urrent
element (of type ELEMENT_). The EMPTY_ onstru tor stands for empty elements without a losing tag and without sub-elements. The onstru tor
CDATA_ represents just a string of text. The nal alternative for an element
is DOCTYPE_, whi h represents the do ument header.
To enable a typed representation of do uments, we introdu e a wrapper
data type for elements. It has a phantom type parameter t, whi h does not
o ur in the types on the right side of the de nition.
data ELT t =
ELT { unELT :: ELEMENT_ }

In addition, there is one data type for ea h HTML tag. These types are the
andidates for the parameter t of ELT. For example, the tags for <html>,
<head>, and <body> are de ned thus
data HTML = HTML deriving Show
data HEAD = HEAD deriving Show
data BODY = BODY deriving Show

Every tag type is a member of the type lass TAG de ned in Figure 4. The
member fun tion make of this lass maps a value of type t to a \wrapped"
element of type ELT t. This way, the type of the wrapped elements re e ts
its toplevel tag. The default implementation of make, make_standard, uses
the ELEMENT_ onstru tor. Elements de lared as empty in the DTD override make using make_empty. Elements onstru ted with make have neither
ontents nor attributes, initially.
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lass Show t => TAG t where
make :: t -> ELT t
show_tag :: t -> String
-make = make_standard
show_tag = map toLower . show
make_standard t = ELT (ELEMENT_ (show_tag t) [℄ [℄)
make_empty
t = ELT (EMPTY_ (show_tag t) [℄)

Figure 4: Type lass TAG
The hoi e to have a typed representation for HTML elements has an
unfortunate onsequen e. It is not possible to onstru t a list that ontains
elements with di erent tags. For example, a <head> element has type ELT
HEAD while a <body> element has type ELT BODY and it is not possible to
onstru t a list ontaining both. But the do uments in our examples above
ontained both.
Fortunately, the validity of an element only depends on the tag and on
the tags of the immediate sub-elements. Hen e, on e it is lear that an
element is a valid sub-element, we an dis ard its wrapper and olle t the
subelements in a list of type ELEMENT_
It is also simple to display a typed element. After unwrapping the toplevel ELT onstru tor, it is a standard programming exer ise to display the
element in HTML syntax.
3.2

Types for attributes

Attributes are dealt with in the same way as elements. Ea h attribute name
has its own datatype, whi h may also be used as a tag name. It does not
matter that HTML has di erent name spa es for tag names and attribute
names (and also for attribute values) be ause Haskell is able to dis riminate
the uses by their ontext.
Figure 5 de nes the basi data types and lasses for attributes. Analogously to the previous representation of elements, a value of type ATTR_ is
a pair of strings, one for the name of the attribute and one for its value.
Again, this de nes an untyped layer and lists of type ATTR_ with di erent
attributes are possible.
The type ATTR a implements the typed layer. Again, a is a phantom
type parameter. It is intended to take on only types of lass ATTRIBUTE.
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data ATTR_ =
ATTR_ { attr_name :: String
, attr_value :: String
}
data ATTR a =
ATTR { unATTR :: ATTR_ }
lass Show a => ATTRIBUTE a where
show_name :: a -> String
-show_name = map toLower . show

Figure 5: De nitions for attributes
The type lass ATTRIBUTE has a single member fun tion show_name, whi h
is used to print the attribute name. In essen e, the lass ATTRIBUTE de nes
a ertain subset of the elements of the lass Show.
For example, the type for the attribute HREF is
data HREF = HREF deriving Show
instan e ATTRIBUTE HREF

and to reate an HREF attribute, all we have to do is mkAttr HREF "mailto:thiemanna m.org".
For the moment, we assume a simple implementation for mkAttr:
-- mkAttr :: (ATTRIBUTE a, Show v) => a -> v -> ATTR a
mkAttr a v = ATTR (ATTR_ (show_name a) (show v))

Later on, we will give a more re ned type for mkAttr.

4

Assembling HTML

The datatypes from the previous se tion just provide a uniform means of
a essing, modifying, and printing values of type ELEMENT_ and ATTR_. But
they do not provide any he ks that the onstru ted data represents valid
HTML. The validity of a parti ular ombination of tag and sub-elements as
well as attributes is governed by a DTD (do ument type de nition). The
DTD gives rise to type lasses that implement the validity he ks. This
se tion onsiders a subset of SGML-DTDs sin e widely used versions of
HTML are de ned in this way. Dealing with XML-DTDs is analogous.
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4.1

DTDs

Basi ally, a do ument type de nition ontains two kinds of entries, element
de nitions and attribute de nitions3. An element de nition de nes a tag
and de lares its sub-elements. An attribute de nition de nes the admissible
attributes for an element, their types, and sometimes their default values.
A typi al element de nition has the form
<!ELEMENT DL

- - (DT | DD)+>

where DL de nes the name of the tag, the two dashes state that both the
opening tag and the losing tag must be written (an O would indi ate that
they are optional), and the (DT | DD)+ is the ontent spe i ation. The
latter spe i es the tags of the immediate sub-elements. In this ase, the
sub-elements may have tags DT or DD, and at least one of them must be
present. The ontent spe i ation is a restri ted regular expression using
the operators , for sequen ing, | for alternative, * for repetition, + for one
or more repetitions, and ? for one or zero o urren es. Also, EMPTY is a
ontent spe i ation, whi h is self-explanatory.4
A typi al attribute de nition has the form (ex erpt)
<!ATTLIST FORM
a tion
CDATA
#REQUIRED -- server-side form handler -method
(GET|POST)
GET
-- HTTP method used to submit the form-en type
CDATA "appli ation/x-www-form-urlen oded"
>

where
 FORM is the name of the tag to whi h the attributes belong,
 a tion, method, and en type are the names of attributes,
 CDATA and (GET|POST) spe ify their respe tive types, the

rst and
third are string types and the se ond is an enumeration type with
elements GET and POST, and

 #REQUIRED, GET, and appli ation/x-www-form-urlen oded spe ify

default values for the attributes (the #REQUIRED one has no default
and must always be supplied).

3

We ignore the abbreviation me hanism through so- alled entities and onditional se tions, sin e they an be eliminated by a pre-pass.
4
SGML has an additional binary operator a & b, whi h means that both a and b must
o ur on e, but in arbitrary order.
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lass (TAG t) => AddAttr t a where
add_attr :: ELT t -> ATTR a -> ELT t
add_attr (ELT e_) (ATTR att) =
ELT (e_ { attrs = att : attrs e_ })

Figure 6: Admissible attributes for an element
4.2

Attributes and their values

First, we onsider the relation between elements and their attributes. Not
every attribute makes sense for a parti ular element. The type lass AddAttr
(see Fig. 6) de nes a single member fun tion add_attr that unwraps the
type of the new attribute, joins it to the underlying untyped representation
of the element, and wraps the element ba k into its typed representation.
The instan e de larations govern exa tly whi h typed attribute is admissible
for a parti ular typed element.
For example, the FORM element an take (among others) three attributes,
an ACTION, a METHOD, and an ENCTYPE:
instan e AddAttr FORM ACTION
instan e AddAttr FORM METHOD
instan e AddAttr FORM ENCTYPE

From the attribute de nition in the previous se tion we know that the
attributes are typed. While the ACTION attribute an take on an arbitrary
string value5 , the METHOD and ENCTYPE attributes take values only from a
limited set of hoi es.
The attribute METHOD only takes on GET and POST, and for ENCTYPE only
appli ation/x-www-form-urlen oded and multipart/form-data make sense.
The DTD for HTML states su h restri tions by de laring enumeration types
for these attributes.
Fortunately, it is possible to restri t the formation of attributes using
yet another type lass, whi h relates an attribute name to the type(s) of its
possible values.
The orresponding type lass AttrValue has no member fun tions and
is just used to restri t the type of the mkAttr fun tion de ned above.
lass (ATTRIBUTE a, Show v) => AttrValue a v
mkAttr :: AttrValue a v => a -> v -> ATTR a
-- mkAttr a v = ATTR (ATTR_ (show_name a) (show v))
5

It should be a valid URI, but this is hard to he k.
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lass (TAG s, TAG t) => AddTo s t where
add :: ELT s -> ELT t -> ELT s
add (ELT e_) (ELT e'_) =
ELT (e_ { elems = e'_ : elems e_})

Figure 7: Type lass relating an element and a sub-element
This typing in onne tion with the instan e de larations for AttrValue ensures that only values of the orre t type an be adopted for attributes.
Here are implementations for the ACTION, METHOD, and ENCTYPE attributes. An ACTION is simply a string (although a user of the library is
free to de ne a type for URIs and reate suitable instan es of the lasses
Show and AttrValue). A METHOD attribute an take on values of types GET
or POST, thus implementing an enumeration type. As an alternative implementation, ENCTYPE de nes its own enumeration type ENCTYPE_ and makes
it an instan e of Show.
instan e AttrValue ACTION String
data GET = GET deriving Show
data POST = POST deriving Show
instan e AttrValue METHOD GET
instan e AttrValue METHOD POST
data ENCTYPE_ = URLENCODED | MULTIPART
instan e Show ENCTYPE_ where
show URLENCODED = "appli ation/x-www-form-urlen oded"
show MULTIPART = "multipart/form-data"
instan e AttrValue ENCTYPE ENCTYPE_

The rst alternative allows the greatest amount of sharing of types and
names in the library, while the se ond alternative avoids a proliferation of
types. Either implementation makes sense. The se ond alternative might
be preferable if an attribute name is overloaded so that it takes di erent
types of values depending on the element to whi h it belongs. The urrent
implementation employ the rst alternative plus some name mangling to
avoid on i ts.
4.3

Elements

Valid nesting of elements is governed by the two-parameter type lass AddTo
shown in Figure 7. In AddTo s t the s is the type of the ontainer and t
is the type of the ontent. The default method unwraps the sub-element,
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enters it in the elems eld of the unwrapped ontainer, and wraps it ba k
into an ELT s. It is never overridden in the urrent version of the library.
To spe ify that an element is a legal ontent of another element, all we
need to do is de lare an instan e of AddTo. For example,
instan e AddTo DL DT
instan e AddTo DL DD

states that the only allowed ontents of a de nition list (<dl>) are <dt> (term
in de nition list) and <dd> (de nition of a term) elements. It orresponds
dire tly to the HTML DTD (do ument type de nition) whi h de nes the
<dl> tag like this:
<!ELEMENT DL

- - (DT | DD)+>

A tually, this phrase says a little more than our instan e de larations beause it insists that ea h <dl> ontains at least one <dt> or <dd>. We'll
return to that point later in Se tion 6.
4.4

Chara ter data

Up to now, we assumed that all elements an be onstru ted from a tag using
the make fun tion. Unfortunately, this is not true. The notable ex eption is
hara ter data. The data type for elements already provides a onstru tor
CDATA_ for it. It remains to de ne a fun tion that turns a string into a
omponent of the right type. The type CDATA serves as a pseudo tag type.
data CDATA = CDATA deriving Show
instan e TAG CDATA
text :: (AddTo a CDATA) => String -> ELT a -> ELT a
text str = flip add (ELT (CDATA_ str) :: ELT CDATA)

The fun tion text takes a string, turns it into a value of type ELEMENT_,
and then wraps it into a value of type ELT CDATA.
4.5

Main do ument

The main do ument is onstru ted using the fun tion
build_do ument :: (ELT HTML -> ELT HTML) -> ELT DOCUMENT
build_do ument ontents =
make DOCUMENT # html ontents
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It transforms an empty HTML element using ontents and applies the result
to the do ument onstru ted by make DOCUMENT. The latter just onstru ts
a data stru ture, whi h ontains the do ument type information at the beginning of an HTML do ument and adds the top-level HTML element. The
# operator is just reversed fun tion appli ation: (#) = flip ($).
data DOCUMENT = DOCUMENT deriving Show
instan e AddTo DOCUMENT HTML
instan e TAG DOCUMENT where
make DOCUMENT =
ELT (DOCTYPE_
["HTML"
,"PUBLIC"
,"\"-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN\""
,"\"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/stri t.dtd\""℄
[℄)
4.6

Interfa e fun tions

The implementation of the tag fun tions, whi h are exported to the users of
the library, is straightforward. Here is the implementation for the <head>
element (all others are identi al).
head :: AddTo a b => (ELT HEAD -> ELT b) -> ELT a -> ELT a
head f elt = elt `add` f (make HEAD)

Hen e, the rst argument, f, of head is a transformer for the newly reated
HEAD element. The se ond argument, elt, is the element, in whi h the
transformed HEAD element should be inserted in the end. The predi ate
AddTo a b originates from the use of the add fun tion and indi ate that the
result, b, of transforming the new HEAD element is suitable for putting it
into the en losing elt of type ELT a.

5

Translation

In this se tion we olle t the various bits and pie es and show the omplete
translation from a DTD to Haskell ode. Figure 8 de nes the translation
distributed over a number of fun tions. All fun tions yield top-level Haskell
de nitions.


DT



ET

translates an item from a DTD;

translates an element de nition by generating a data type for the
tag, de ning its interfa e fun tion, and passing on to CT;
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<!ELEMENT tag begin end ontent >K

DTJ

=

tag ontent
DTJ<!ATTLIST tag body >K
= AT tag Jbody K
ET

tag ontent
= data U Jtag K = U Jtag K deriving Show
LJtag K f elt = elt `add` f (make U Jtag K)
CT tag ontent

ET

tag EMPTY
= instan e TAG U Jtag K where make = make empty

CT

tag ontent
= instan e TAG U Jtag K
instan e AddTo U Jtag K U Jsub-tag K

CT

AT

tag

for ea h sub-tag 2 ontent

J K

= -- nothing
AT tag Jname type default rest K
= data U Jname K = U Jname K deriving Show
instan e ATTRIBUTE U Jname K
instan e AddAttr U Jtag K U Jname K
VT name type
AT tag Jrest K
name CDATA
= instan e AttrValue U Jname K String
VT name ID
= instan e AttrValue U Jname K String
VT name NUMBER
= instan e AttrValue U Jname K Integer
VT name (val1 |...|valn )
= data U Jval1 K = U Jval1 K deriving Show
instan e AttrValue U Jname K U Jval1 K
..
.
data U Jvaln K = U Jvaln K deriving Show
instan e AttrValue U Jname K U Jvaln K
VT

Figure 8: Translation from DTD to Haskell
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generates the instan e de laration for TAG (whi h depends on
whether the ontent is EMPTY) and de nitions for the ontent part
of an element;



CT



AT



VT

translates an attribute list de nition, by generating its data type,
its instan e de larations for ATTRIBUTE and AddAttr, and generating
the value de nitions using VT;
generates the data types for attribute values (if ne essary) and
instan e de larations for lass AttrValue.

 U and L are name mangling fun tions that transform a name in a DTD

to a valid Haskell identi er, starting with an upper ase hara ter or
with a lower ase one.

The de nition of the translation glosses over the following problems,
whi h are addressed in the implementation.
 A DTD might use the same name for an element tag, an attribute

name, and an attribute value from an enumerated type. For example,
HTML 4.01 uses the names CITE, DIR, LINK, and TITLE as element
tags and also as attribute names. The translation must only de ne a
single data type for those names.

 A name in a DTD may ontain hara ters, whi h are not allowed

in Haskell identi ers (for example, the attribute name HTTP-EQUIV
in HTML 4.01). Hen e there must be a mapping to valid Haskell
identi ers and a parti ular instan e of Show must be de ned for these
attribute names:
data HTTP_EQUIV = HTTP_EQUIV
instan e Show HTTP_EQUIV where
show HTTP_EQUIV = "HTTP-EQUIV"
instan e ATTRIBUTE HTTP_EQUIV

Translating the HTML 4.01 DTD [10℄ in this way yields 5220 lines (roughly
148k) of Haskell ode. Most of these lines (4850) are instan e de larations.
There are 281 lines of data de larations and the remaining lines de ne the
interfa e fun tions.

6

Extensions

In this se tion, we onsider extensions that make the library more powerful by in reasing the extent of the validity he ks. These he ks ould be
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ondu ted in two ways, stati and dynami . In the dynami approa h, the
ELT data type would have an additional eld ontaining some value that
en odes the urrent state of the element. Ea h add and attr operation
would hange this state in some way, and there would be a test for a nal
state, whenever an element be omes losed. The unfortunate thing about
the dynami approa h is that orre tly typed ode might give rise to errors
while generating the HTML output. This is learly undesirable, but still it
would reveal many errors during testing.
Hen e, we will on entrate on the stati approa h where the additional
information is en oded in the types, too. It is interesting to see, to what
extent the Haskell type he ker an perform validity he ks at ompile time.
6.1

Regular expressions

One parti ular feature of HTML (or rather of DTDs) that the library as
explained so far does not model is the use of regular expressions to spe ify
the ontents of an element. For example, the de larations
<!ELEMENT HTML O O (HEAD, BODY)>
<!ELEMENT DL - - (DT | DD)+>

spe ify that the ontents of <html> should be exa tly one <head> followed
by exa tly one <body> and that the ontents of <dl> should a sequen e
of <dt> and <dd> elements with at least one member. The present library
only approximates this by allowing an arbitrary number of <head>s and
<body>s (respe tively, <dt>s and <dd>s) in arbitrary sequen e. While this
approximation seems good enough for many pra ti al purposes, it is still
interesting to onsider the onstru tion of a library that guarantees valid
do uments.
6.1.1

Elements

To illustrate the basi ideas, we will rst onsider a dynami approa h and
then on entrate on the stati approa h. In the dynami approa h, the ELT
data type would have an additional eld ontaining a regular expression
that spe i es in whi h sequen e elements an legally be added. Initially,
this expression is the ontent spe i ation from the DTD. Whenever a new
element is added to the ontents, the add fun tion omputes the next state
by taking the derivative of the regular expression [4℄ (this approa h uses
regular expressions as the set of states of a nite automaton). In addition,
the ode he ks that the new ontent element is omplete by demanding
that its state is a nal state. The following ode fragment illustrates the
idea:
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add (ELT state e_) (ELT state' e'_)
| finalState state' =
let nextState = derivative state (tag e'_) in
if sinkState nextState then
error "Illegal ontent sequen e"
else
ELT nextState (e_ { elems = e'_ : elems e_})
| otherwise = error "In omplete element"

The stati approa h en odes the states of this nite automaton into
data types and it employs type lasses to model the transition fun tion. It
requires type lasses with fun tional dependen ies [15℄, yet another extension
of Haskell's type system. More spe i ally, the following two type lasses
repla e the lass AddTo:
lass NextState s t s' | s t -> s' where
nextState :: s -> t -> s'
lass FinalState initial final | final -> initial
add :: NextState s t s' => ELT s -> ELT t -> ELT s'
add (ELT e_) (ELT e'_) =
ELT (e_ { elems = e'_ : elems e_})

The lass NextState en odes a transition fun tion. Hen e, the fun tional
dependen y s t -> s' spe i es that the types s and t determine the nextstate-type s'. The data type for ea h tag is split into as many types as
required for the nite automaton en oding the ontents of the orresponding
element. In our prototype implementation, the member fun tion nextState
remains unused, but it ould be used to provide debugging information.
The lass FinalState relates the initial state of a tag automation to
any of its nal states. In fa t, FinalState is a fun tion that maps ea h
nal state to its initial state, due to the fun tional dependen y final ->
initial. This lass is required to test whether an element is omplete before
it is added to the ontents.
The fun tion add takes a ontainer element of type ELT s and a new subelement of type ELT t to produ e an updated ontainer element of type ELT
s', provided that NextState s t s'. Its untyped implementation remains
the same as before.
In the ase of the HTML element, the DTD pres ribes
<!ELEMENT HTML O O (HEAD, BODY)>

This means there must be a HEAD followed by a BODY. The orresponding
nite automaton has three states. The initial one (HTML), the state af21

ter adding HEAD (HTML 1), and the nal state after adding HEAD and BODY
(HTML 2).
data HTML = HTML deriving Show
data HTML_1 = HTML_1 deriving Show
data HTML_2 = HTML_2 deriving Show
instan e FinalState HTML HTML_2
instan e FinalState HEAD head => NextState HTML head HTML_1 where
nextState HTML head = HTML_1
instan e FinalState BODY body => NextState HTML_1 body HTML_2 where
nextState HTML_1 body = HTML_2

The two instan e de larations for NextState say that if head is a nal
state for tag HEAD then a value of type ELT head hanges ELT HTML to ELT
HTML 1. Further, if body is a nal state for tag BODY then a value of type
ELT body hanges ELT HTML 1 to ELT HTML 2.
Initially, we expe ted that there would be a proliferation of states. However, it turns out that the number of states is small. For the majority of
tags, the number of states is one be ause their ontent des ription has the
form (elt1 |...|eltn )*. Even a ompli ated element like TABLE has just
seven di erent states.
6.1.2

Attributes

Using the same approa h, multiple o urren es of attributes ould be reje ted and the presen e of required attributes ould be guaranteed. In pra ti e, the ELT data type would re eive a se ond phantom variable to keep
tra k of the attribute automaton. Impli itly, this onstru ts the produ t of
the element automaton and the attribute automaton for ea h tag.
Unfortunately, this approa h is not pra ti al be ause the automata have
a huge number of states. Most elements take 16 or more attributes in arbitrary order, and in a valid element ea h attribute may not o ur more than
on e. An automaton that he ks this restri tion has at least 216 states.
However, an alternative approa h is possible, whi h is inspired by work
on re ord types [25, 32℄. The idea is to en ode the state using one type
ATTRS with as many parameters as there are di erent attributes. Ea h of
these type parameters ranges over two one-element types:
data PRESENT = PRESENT
data ABSENT = ABSENT
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data ATTRS a tion method en type =
ATTRS a tion method en type

(For illustration purposes, the type ATTRS only onsiders some attributes
of FORM. HTML 4.01 de nes 132 attributes in total, hen e ATTRS has 132
parameters.) The element type ELT re eives an additional (phantom) type
parameter. The make fun tion reates an empty FORM element with type
ELT FORM (ATTRS ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT)

meaning that no attribute is present, yet.
To keep tra k of the presen e or absen e of parti ular attributes, the
fun tions add and add_attr re eive suitable types (their implementations
remain the same as before):
add_attr :: (AddAttr t a, AttrValid v a v') =>
ELT t v -> ATTR a -> ELT t v'
add :: (AddTo s t, AttrFinal t v) =>
ELT s v' -> ELT t v -> ELT s v'

The types mention two new type lasses AttrValid and AttrFinal. The
predi ate AttrValid v a v' implements the transition fun tion: If v (=
ATTRS ...) is the urrent attribute state and a is the next attribute, then
v' is the next attribute state. Clearly, AttrValid is a fun tion be ause v'
depends on v and a. This is spe i ed using a fun tional dependen y. The
predi ate AttrFinal t v determines if the attribute state v is a nal state
for the element with tag t.
Here are the lass de nitions and some instan es.
lass ATTRIBUTE a => AttrValid v a v' | v a -> v'
lass TAG t => AttrFinal t v
instan e
(ATTRS
instan e
(ATTRS
instan e
(ATTRS

AttrValid
ABSENT method en type) ACTION (ATTRS PRESENT method en type)
AttrValid
a tion ABSENT en type) METHOD (ATTRS a tion PRESENT en type)
AttrValid
a tion method ABSENT ) ENCTYPE (ATTRS a tion method PRESENT)

instan e AttrFinal FORM (ATTRS PRESENT method en type)
instan e AttrFinal CDATA (ATTRS ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT)
instan e AttrFinal BODY (ATTRS ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT)
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The instan e of AttrFinal for FORM states that an a tion attribute must
be present, the other attributes an be arbitrary. CDATA and BODY elements
do not take any of these attributes. Hen e, their nal attribute states ontain
ABSENT only.
For example:
Main> putStr $ show_do ument $ build_do ument (body (form id))
ERROR - Unresolved overloading
*** Type
: AttrFinal FORM (ATTRS ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT) => IO ()
*** Expression : putStr $ show_do ument $ build_do ument (body (form id))

The term is reje ted be ause there is no suitable instan e of AttrFinal. If
we provide the required attribute, then the result is displayed.
Main> putStr $ show_do ument $
build_do ument (body (form (attr ACTION "mailto:thiemann")))
<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.01//EN"
"http://www.w3.org/TR/html4/stri t.dtd">
<html><body><form a tion="mailto:peter"></form>
</body>
</html>

Finally, if we provide the same attribute twi e, a type error o urs, too.
Main> putStr $ show_do ument $ build_do ument
(body (form (attr ACTION "mailto:peter"
## attr ACTION "mailto:peter")))
ERROR - Unresolved overloading
*** Type
: (AttrValid (ATTRS PRESENT ABSENT ABSENT) ACTION a,
AttrFinal FORM a) => IO ()
*** Expression : putStr $ show_do ument $ build_do ument
(body (form (attr ACTION "mailto:peter"
## attr ACTION "mailto:peter")))

We have presently hosen not to in lude this he k into the library beause it gives raise to another 1595 instan e de larations, whi h bumps the
library's size from 148k to 3.2M.
6.2

Ex eptions and in lusions

An in lusion de laration in an element de laration of a DTD indi ates that,
within the body of the de lared element, ertain elements are admissible
regardless of the ontent indi ator of the nested elements. Dually, there are
ex eptions, whi h abolish the use of some elements, regardless of the ontent
indi ator of the nested elements. For example,
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<!ELEMENT A - - (%inline;)* -(A)
-- an hor -->
<!ELEMENT FORM - - (%flow;)* -(FORM) -- intera tive form -->
<!ELEMENT BUTTON - (%flow;)* -(A|%form trl;|FORM|ISINDEX|FIELDSET|IFRAME)
-- push button -->

indi ates that an <a> element may not appear nested inside an <a> element.
Likewise, <form> elements may not be nested, and neither <a>, <form>,
<isindex>, . . . may appear inside of <button> elements.6
Interestingly, it seems possible to en ode ex eptions using a multi-parameter
type lass, whereas the en oding of in lusions seems to require an extension
of the type lass model. The key idea to en ode negative information omes
again from type systems for re ords, whi h also need to express the absen e of a parti ular label [25, 32℄. We demonstrate the approa h using the
example above.
In the absen e of spe ial row types, we de ne a data type ELEMS with as
many type parameters as there are di erent element tags. In our example,
this amounts to
data ELEMS a form button isindex =
ELEMS a form button isindex

The two types PRESENT and ABSENT are again used to signal the presen e or
absen e of parti ular tags using the ELEMS type.
The type ELT re eives two additional parameters, an above parameter
and a below parameter. The below parameter re e ts the use of tags below
the element, whereas the above parameter re e ts the use of tags above
and among the siblings of the element. Both will be instantiated with a
parti ular instan e of the ELEMS type. The type lass EXCEPTION governs
the propagation of information between below and above through the type
of the add fun tion.
add :: (AddTo s t, EXCEPTION s above below) =>
ELT s above below -> ELT t below oo -> ELT s above below
lass EXCEPTION tag above below | tag -> above below
instan e EXCEPTION
A (ELEMS PRESENT form button isindex) (ELEMS ABSENT form button isindex)
instan e EXCEPTION
FORM (ELEMS a PRESENT button isindex) (ELEMS a ABSENT button isindex)
6
The entity referen es %inline;, %flow;, and %form trl; ma ro-expand into ontent
des riptions, that is, regular expressions.
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instan e EXCEPTION
BUTTON (ELEMS a form PRESENT isindex) (ELEMS ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT)
instan e EXCEPTION
ISINDEX (ELEMS a form button PRESENT) (ELEMS ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT ABSENT)

The instan e de laration for A says that the elements below annot ontain
an A. If there were an A, then the type of the orresponding variable would
be instantiated to PRESENT, thus olliding with the type ABSENT required
by the EXCEPTION lass. The instan e de laration for FORM is quite similar.
The remaining elements, FORM, BUTTON, and ISINDEX are \inherited".
The instan e de laration for BUTTON says that there must be neither an
A, nor a FORM, nor another BUTTON, nor an ISINDEX.
For in lusions, the type of add is too restri tive. It would be ne essary
to express the following information:
 s and t are related by AddTo or t is allowed by an en losing in lusion

de laration

 and t is not disallowed by an en losing ex eption de laration.

While disallowan e and allowan e an be formalized using the EXCEPTION
lass above and another type lass (using two additional type variables),
there remains the problem of expressing the disjun tion in the type lass
system. Presently implemented type he kers an only deal with onjun tions of lass predi ates.
Progressing from HTML to XML [3℄ would also solve the problem beause XML does not support ex eptions, anymore. In fa t, in XHTML
[33℄ the side onditions on <a> and <form> are only mentioned informally
be ause they are not expressible using an XML DTD.
The urrent library implements neither in lusions nor ex eptions. First,
they are not ne essary due to the imminent transition to XML and XHTML.
And se ond, they would render the library useless due to the enormous inrease in size aused by the instan e de larations for a type with 89 parameters (the number of tags supported by HTML 4.01), as demonstrated with
the attributes.

7

Related work

TkGofer [30℄ is a toolkit for building graphi al user interfa es using Gofer
[13℄ and T l/Tk [21℄. It employs multi-parameter onstru tor lasses to
relate on guration parameters to widgets. This use of type lasses stati ally
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avoids errors that would otherwise only be dete ted dynami ally at exe ution
time. This idea inspired our approa h of handling attributes using the lass
AddAttr. Still, our approa h is simpler be ause there are fewer type lasses
to learn and there is no parameterization over onstru tors. In addition, we
an type he k the way in whi h HTML elements (widgets) are put together.
There are libraries for CGI programming (a standard interfa e for generating dynami do uments) by Hanus [8℄, Hughes [11℄, and Meijer [18℄. Meijer's work provides a thin layer of abstra tion on top of the raw a ess to
CGI parameters and onvenien e fun tions for generating di erent types of
output. On top of this basi fun tionality, Hughes has a more sophisti ated
method for dealing with intera tions, based on a generalization of monads.
While the previous works deal with Haskell, Hanus's library is implemented
in the fun tional logi language Curry. It introdu es powerful abstra tions
that allow the spe i ation of event handlers for intera tions taken on an
HTML do ument. None of these works makes an attempt to provide more
than untyped representations of HTML do uments. Hen e, we believe that
the present work is omplementary to these works and something ould be
gained from their ombination.
Type lasses are also used as a stru turing tool in the various fun tional
hardware modeling frameworks [17, 2℄. However, they employ type lasses
in a more onventional way, namely to stru ture the operations that may
be applied to ertain values. In ontrast, we use the lass and instan e
de larations as a simple logi program (in fa t, a nite automaton) to rule
out invalid programs.
Walla e and Run iman [31℄ propose two alternative ways of using Haskell
to represent XML do uments. Their type-based en oding maps XML DTDs
dire tly to spe ialized Haskell data types, thus sa ri ing some exibility.
In addition, Haskell data types an only express a subset of ontent models
of elements, so their en oding su ers from similar problems as our simple
model. While a more elaborate type stru ture an address these short omings ( f. Se . 6), Haskell's data types annot be extended in this way.
In addition, Walla e and Run iman present a generi en oding, whi h
represents do uments in a similar way as our untyped en oding, and they
have developed a ombinator library for pro essing XML data in this en oding. This en oding does not impose any validity onstraints on generated or
pro essed do uments. However, it might be possible to ombine this representation with our typed layer. The result would be a highly exible XML
pro essing library, whi h admits generi operations like sear hing and restru turing but whi h also admits a guaranteed, typed way of dealing with
do uments.
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In the logi programming world, there are several toolkits for generating
HTML pages. The PiLLoW toolkit [5℄ allows for easy reation of do uments
in luding CGI fun tionality. It is widely used to onne t logi programs to
the WWW. Logi Web [16℄ o ers an even tighter integration whi h in ludes
lient-side s ripting. None of these o ers advan ed typing features.
The DynDo fa ility by Sandholm and S hwartzba h [26℄ has similar
goals as the present paper. They de ne a language and a type system for dynami ally omposable do uments from s rat h and prove its soundness using
standard ow analysis te hniques. In ontrast, our work fully relies on the
type system of Haskell (with some standard extensions) and its parameterization fa ilities, whi h an exploit the full power of fun tional programming.
Beyond that, DynDo has fa ilities that provide additional safety for HTML
forms. These fa ilities extend the work on MAWL [1℄. MAWL only admits
rst-order do ument templates, where holes an be lled with data items,
but not with other do ument templates. In addition, there is a repetition
onstru t, whi h an ll a hole repeatedly with the elements of a list.
Last not least, in our previous work [29℄ we made a rst attempt at the
library presented here. In retrospe t, the implementation onsidered there
was less exible and unne essary ompli ated. In parti ular, the previous
implementation ould not easily be extended with generi operations like
the ones from Walla e and Run iman's work. The present work addresses
all these short omings.

8

Con lusion

We have designed and implemented a family of onvenient embedded domain
spe i languages for meta programming of web pages and web sites in
Haskell. Haskell's type lasses and in parti ular multi-parameter lasses
with fun tional dependen ies were instrumental in the onstru tion. We
have introdu ed ontainer-passing style as a means to on isely onstru t
abstra tions and fragments of web pages. The resulting programming style
is very natural and yields visually appealing programs.
We found the library surprisingly easy and intuitive to use. The possibility to abstra t ommonly used patterns pays o enormously, its bene ts
are already visible in the examples shown in Se tion 2. We also found the
type he king apabilities of the simple version (without stri t DTD he king) suÆ ient be ause it aptures many ommon errors (using an element in
the wrong pla e). Initial experiments with the more elaborate stati s heme
outlined in Se tion 6.1 yield quite natural and pre ise typings.
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On the negative side, type errors are a fairly hard on users who are not
deeply into Haskell. It would be ni e if type errors ould be ltered and
translated so that they are more informative to asual users of the library.
These users might also appre iate a syntax whi h is loser to HTML. This
is subje t to further investigation.
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